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About This Game

The Gameshow is an FPS game where you participate in a dangerous survival game. This is not your game. You, together with
other players, have been kidnapped and brought to a forest. Now, surviving is your only objective. Players have to be constantly

looking for resources: food, weapons, ammunition, drugs, etc. This is the only way you can gain advantage over the other
players. The show goes on until there is only one player surviving, and the survivor is the winner.
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Title: The Gameshow
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Biscuit Play
Publisher:
Biscuit Play
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Dual Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 550

Storage: 2 GB available space
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Is this some kid's school project? If so, keep the $0.49. Can't believe I had to refund a $0.49 game. I wouldn't even waste time
writing a review but there are no english reviews at this time. They're trying to pawn this off as a $5 game and it shows the
blatant lack of knowledge and true intent of the developer. This thing is more of a proof of concept than anything else.

Don't be fooled by its description, "The Gameshow" is a single player battle-royale NPC hunt that will lead you around a barren
map for an hour trying to hunt down the last 4 enemies.

There is no collapsing storm wall to focus enemies into a tighter area, which makes you hunt around endlessly, listening for
gunshots until there are so few enemies that they can't even find each other. Seriously, I was going to attempt to win a game but
noticed they don't even give you an achievement for your wasted effort. Guns are totally unresponsive with no visual hit
indicators for yourself or enemies. Inventory management is simply "drop", with no ability to stack or move items (not that
there are even enough variety of items to warrant an inventory system). The map doesn't even show POI's so you will continually
run around wondering if you've seen everything or not. Development appears dead in the water, so don't even bother.

This concept could be a fun little time killer if they reduced the map size 50%, reduced the NPC count 50%, reduced the price
90% and added more POI's. However the gun play and AI would require massive improvements which is probably too much to
ask for.. Interesting concept, I give you that...

Just enough trees, good enough distance with fog.
Enemy (or other "players") are set on Patrol Duty, they will NOT persue you, but shoot you when spotted.
You hear the shooting noises, but when you hear the shouting, then you know they have spotted you. Not sure how the AI is
scripted here, but it feels like they circle themselves in a patrolling route around you.

For so far I have found a shotgun, a pistol, an assault rifle and a "sniper" rifle (which scope doesn't work like it should, a big
bulky thing in your screen, taking almost 50% of your vision).

Oh and I found a fox!!!! But it got scared of me and ran away... :(

5 THINGS NEED TO BE FIXED:
- Make the sniper rifle take less of the screen and fix it's "zoom" function, it's just a crappy thing or move it entirely, I am good
with either of these two options...
- When you are "zoomed in" with your weapon and go to flashlight or map, you stay in "zoomed in" - this should not be
happening at all
- Running speed; I think it could use a little bit more speed
- Options menu; to turn off the BLOOM effect would be really nice, there is too much light in this state.
- When you move, there is too much motion, like for motion-sickness? The blurry feeling? Take that away and the game is
suddenly 50% better! :-)
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NOTE: I bought the game for 0,39 cents, for only the concept and in the state how it is, I think it's not that bad. For
recommendation value, if the developer adds more levels, like a night map (so the flashlight makes more sense), different
biomes maps (jungle\/desert\/snowy\/forest) it might become more interesting.
Due of the date, when this game came out, I recommend this game, in the hope the developer makes some updates and more
maps.
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